YOUR GUIDE FOR WHERE TO GO AND WHAT TO DO IN TEXAS SINCE 1998
OKLAHOMA - WE’RE GLAD YOU’RE OUR NEIGHBOR! (SEE PAGE 12)
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D.A.R.T. TIPS #13

M O T O TRA I N I N G

Fellow International GS Trophy competitor, instructor,
and friend Tom Thompson demonstrates perfect form
in a counterbalanced turn over rocky terrain.

ROCKS! A LOVE/HATE
RELATIONSHIP.
WORDS AND PHOTOS: BY BILL DRAGOO

“I

hate rocks!” How many of us have said
that? Gravel, baseball, baby head, watermelon, and bigger…smooth, sharp and
broken, embedded, loose, slippery or
dry, rocks can be a challenge. Big bikes slip off, bounce offline,
throw us off, or stop dead in their tracks when our tires hit
them. And we won’t even discuss falling down on rocks except
to say, ATGATT (all the gear, all the time) is a good plan.
Riding rocks can, however, be a lot of fun. Let’s discuss a few
types of rocks and techniques for riding them. The first lesson
for negotiating rocks on an adventure bike is momentum. Keep
that beast moving forward. The bigger the rocks, the slower
the pace.
GRAVEL
On gravel, let the bike move around. Unless engaging ruts or
a severe off-camber surface, it will only move so far sideways
relative to its forward progress. A little speed helps stabilize the
motorcycle and mitigates much of the squirming. Plan turns
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ahead of time and practice braking on gravel so you can
scrub speed when necessary. Steer with your feet, pressing
the inside foot peg first to initiate a turn then shifting to
the outside to help control sideslip. You can test traction
by over-applying the rear brake until you develop a feel for
the road surface. Keep your weight neutral to a tad forward
and upright relative to bike lean, letting the back end slew
around as much as it wants. When turning, squeeze your
knees into the fuel tank/seat juncture to help stabilize the
bike/rider assembly, pressing the bike into the turn with
the outside knee. Keep lean angles conservative at first to
prevent losing the front wheel in a skid. Outside foot peg
pressure and a little power often help keep the front wheel
tracking.
GO BIG OR GO HOME!
Larger, embedded rocks are more difficult. Slow down. Hit
loose rocks as squarely as possible or try to miss them altogether. Be mindful of your rear wheel’s path of travel

Traction is where you find it. Look for patches
between rocks to accelerate or brake before
reengaging a rocky section.
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and be ready for the bike to bump
sideways if you strike a loose rock
off center.

Momentum is your friend. Not speed, but a steady push ahead to
maintain steerage and balance.

BIKE SETUP
Proper suspension setup is helpful in managing baby heads up to
watermelon-sized rocks. A good
rule of thumb for suspension is,
“As soft as you can make it and as
hard as it needs to be.” The “soft
as you can make it” part is to allow
pliability in the suspension. It is better for the unsprung weight of the
wheel assembly and lower suspension components to absorb as much
movement as possible before bike
and rider are deflected upward. A
zip tie around a fork tube or shock
shaft can help measure exactly how
far your suspension compresses on
the terrain you would like to set up
for. Most of the travel should be
used but it should not be so soft that
it bottoms too easily. Adjust preload,
compression, and rebound damping
accordingly to keep the suspension
from being too stiff or rebounding
too quickly, making the bike feel unsettled.
Your tires are part of the suspension. Unless you are riding
at race pace, the rule of thumb for tire pressure on rocks is
the same as for your suspension. Imagine rolling a basketball
down the rocky trail you are about to embark upon. A fully inflated ball will bounce high. A partially inflated ball (or tire) will
absorb much of the impact, muting the effect and easing the
work assigned to the suspension. Run a bit more pressure in the
front than the rear. On big adventure bikes, 28-32 psi is usually
a good compromise for mixed trail and pavement work. Two to
four psi less allows the rear tire to grip for braking and climbing. The larger carcass size offers more rim protection than the
narrower front, hence the lower pressure on back.
ERGONOMICS AND FINE MOTOR SKILLS
Ride standing up if possible. Your legs act as suspension for
your body weight and can help keep you and your bike in balance as you ride. You can also see farther ahead. Maintain forward movement with some authority while slipping the clutch
to prevent stalling the engine. Imagine an ice breaker ship pushing through a field of ice. Some forward drive (not speed) helps
prevent a surprise stoppage and it provides steerage to keep
you in balance. This is a good time to practice using just an index and middle finger on the clutch. The ring finger and pinky
should be reserved for independent control of the handlebar.
Stay loose and let the bike move beneath you.
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LOFTING
If you cannot avoid a rock larger than your ground clearance, it’s time to apply lofting skills. Lofting is essentially a
small wheelie aided by bumping the front tire on the obstacle at exactly the same time the clutch is released. A blip
of the throttle timed with the clutch release will help lift
the front wheel over the obstacle. Just prior to the blip and
bump, bend your knees and jounce (a contraction of jump
and bounce) down on the suspension. As the springs rebound, blip the throttle and release the clutch. Timing is
everything. Start with small obstacles and a mild application
of throttle until you become accustomed to the method.
Pull the clutch back in as soon as the rear tire crosses the
obstacle.
Each of these methods should be practiced close to
home before heading out into the wilds. There is a unique
joy in riding a big machine in places previously considered
off limits. Bike mastery is fun, safe, takes less energy, and
saves on repairs. Instead of hating rocks, embrace the challenge. Consider them your portal to new adventures.

Bill Dragoo is a BMW Motorrad Certified Off-Road Instructor and owns
and operates D.A.R.T. (Dragoo Adventure Rider Training) in Norman,
Oklahoma. All brands are welcome. Billdragoo.com

